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Course Title 量子物理

授課教師 
Instructor 劉建楠

學年度
Academic
year

100 學期
Semester 2

課程大綱

 Quantum Physics (II) Syllabus

Instructor:  劉建楠    Office:   PH 217    
Phone:     2905-3555    E-mail:  cnliu@mail.fju.edu.tw

Teaching assistant:  TBA
Recitation sessions:  7 PM, Mondays, PH118 
     I will be present to answer your questions.

Textbook:  Stephen Gasiorowicz, "Quantum Physics" (Third Edition) 
Weekly updates about reading and homework problem assignments will be given 
at ICAN. 

Materials to be covered:
Chap. 8   The Schrodinger Equation in Three Dimensions and the Hydrogen Atom
Chap. 9   Matrix Representation of Operators
Chap. 10  Spin
Chap. 11  Time-independent Perturbation Theory
Chap. 12  The Real Hydrogen Atom
Chap. 15  Time-dependent Perturbation Theory
Selected topics from the Chapters 13, 16  

Grading criteria:
50% each for midterm and final exams 
  
Note: Roughly 60% of the exam materials come from problems similar to or the 
same as the assigned ones. Extra points (up to 10 %) will be given according 
to class participation and your class notes. 

Homework: 
Problems will be assigned every week. It is important to follow the schedule 
closely. You can get help at the office hours and the recitation sessions. 
Homework will not be collected. However, quiz problems will be the same or 
similar to from homework problems assigned in the previous week. 

Key to success in this challenging course:  
1. Attend all lectures and take detailed notes.
2. Read the book according to our tight schedule. (Even better if you can do 
it in advance! Please note that this is a very dense course, so there will be 
a lot of reading assignment every week.) 
3. Challenge yourself to go through the notes later that day, and make sure 
you can follow and reconstruct independently the derivations presented. 
4. Take time to fully digest abstract concepts. Learning new things is never 
easy!
5. Use office hours to clarify the points you need to understand better.
6. Do all assigned homework at least.


